Introduction
Model life table systems [1] [2] [3] are extensively used in demographic, epidemiological and economic analyses. Probably the most widespread use is to infer age patterns of adult mortality, about which comparatively little is known in developing countries, from levels of child mortality, which are much more reliably documented [4] . Yet, substantial evidence has accumulated that these widely used model life table systems do not adequately represent the range of age-specific patterns that are empirically observed. The routine use of split-level modifications of the Coale-Demeny and the United Nations model life table systems is one manifestation of the inadequacy of the original models for current estimation purposes. Concomitantly, there has been a major expansion of empirically observed data on age-specific mortality in countries with complete or very nearly complete registration systems over the last 30 years [4] . These data provide an opportunity to improve the widely used model life table systems through a reappraisal of age patterns of mortality that have been observed in such populations.
In this paper, we present the development and testing of a new model life table system based on a modification of the Brass Logit life table system [2] . The paper is divided into six sections. The first section briefly reviews some of the main uses of model life tables and consequently the requirements for a good model life table system. Section two reviews the main two-parameter model life table systems, emphasizing the CoaleDemeny, United Nations and Brass systems. In the third section, we present the logic and mathematical foundation for a modification of the Brass Logit life table system. The WHO dataset of high quality life tables which provides the empirical basis for the development of the WHO system is reviewed in Section 4. The empirical estimation of the Modified Logit life table system is developed in section 5, including basic information on the robustness of the model. Section 6 provides a direct empirical assessment of the adequacy and predictive power of the Coale-Demeny and Modified Logit systems for a random sample of life tables. Some limitations and implications of this work are presented in the final section.
I. Uses and Required Properties for Model Life Table Systems
Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of model life table systems and thus the direction for an improved system should start with a clear articulation of the multiple uses of model life tables. Model life tables are extensively used for smoothing data, incorporating age-specific mortality patterns in various indirect estimation techniques such as sibling or parental survival, and forecasting age-specific mortality rates [1] [3] [5] . One of the most important uses of model life tables is in routine demographic estimation work in settings where complete vital registration is not available. A complete life table often is estimated with information only on child mortality or child mortality and some measure of adult mortality experience. Another important use of model life tables is in the economic appraisal of health interventions when the benefits of an intervention must be modelled in the context of general levels of mortality.
Model life tables are not models in the usual sense of the word. They are not causal theories or statistical models. Rather, model life tables can be thought of as representation theorems. The central thesis is that the complex phenomenon of age-specific mortality rates can be adequately represented by two or three parameters such as model family and level. Being able to represent a full schedule of mortality by age with two or three pieces of information simplifies understanding mortality patterns and has proven to have multiple analytical uses in many fields. Thinking of model life tables as representation theorems may help in formulating appropriate empirical tests of the adequacy of a model life table system. We propose at least three required properties for a model life table system. The first required property is that it be simple and easily used. In practice, this probably means that a model life table system should at most use two parameters to define a unique life table. More complicated systems may do better on the second and third criteria described below but the fact remains that such systems have not been widely used in applied work. We include in the category of two parameter systems: the Coale-Demeny family of life tables, the United Nations models, the Brass Logit system and the Ledermann system [6] . The Coale and Demeny and United Nations systems are de facto two parameter systems, the choice of family is one parameter and the level is the second parameter. The Brass logit system when a single global standard is used has two parameters, a and b. When multiple standards are used, it becomes a three parameter system.
Second, any two-parameter model life table system should also adequately capture the true range of age-specific mortality patterns seen in real populations. In other words, model life table systems should not under-represent the extent to which mortality by age can vary across populations. For example, if one looks at the scatterplot of child mortality measured using 5q0 and adult mortality measured using 45q15 in populations with good vital registration data, how much of the diversity of this pattern is captured in the model life table system?   Third, when a model life table system is used to select a life table to represent mortality by age for a population, how close a fit is there between the predicted mortality rates and actual mortality rates? The fit between predicted and actual can be assessed in many ways such as the root mean square error in the death rates (or log of death rates), the explained variance or the average relative error in age-specific death rates. Formal assessment of the predictive power of a model life table system should be an absolute requirement to judge its adequacy.
There are other uses and therefore other criteria that can be proposed to evaluate a model life table system. For this paper, however, we focus on two-parameter systems and more formally assess the range of age-specific mortality patterns they capture and their predictive power.
II. Two Parameter Model Life Table Systems
The basic objective in the creation of any model life table is to construct a system that gives mortality rates by sex and age, defined by a small number of parameters that capture the level as well as the age pattern of mortality. If a particular model adequately represents reality, the characteristics of a given population can be summarized by the parameters of that model, thereby facilitating the study of variation among populations or within a population over time. The principles underlying each of the existing model life tables are discussed below.
The first set of model life tables was published by the United Nations in 1955 [7] . This was a relatively simple one-parameter system indexed on infant mortality levels. Subsequently, the United Nations published a revised set of model life tables in 1981 which attempted to construct regional models, as did Coale and Demeny, but using data from developing countries judged adequate for inclusion in the empirical dataset. The underlying data consisted of 36 life tables covering a wide range of mortality levels from developing countries, by sex. Sixteen pairs of life tables came from 10 countries in Latin America, 19 pairs from 11 countries in Asia, and one pair from Africa. Five families of models were identified, each with a set of tables ranging from a life expectancy of 35 to 75 years for each sex. Each family of models covers a geographical area: Latin American, Chilean, South Asian, Far Eastern and a General Pattern. The general model was constructed as an average of all the observations. However, perhaps the most widely used model life table system has been the CoaleDemeny regional model life tables. First published in 1966, they were derived from a set of 326 life tables, by sex, from actual populations. This set included life tables from several time periods (23 from before 1870 and 114 from after the Second World War) and mostly from Western countries. Europe, North America and Oceania contributed a total of 246 tables. Three were from 32 from Asia, 33 from Latin America and 15 from Africa. All of the 326 selected life tables were derived from registration data, and were subjected to stringent standards of accuracy. In addition to discarding life tables which lacked separate treatment of the sexes or breakdown into five year age groups (with separate age groups for age 0 and age 1-4), an effort was made to avoid repetition by excluding sub-national life tables as well as life tables referring to consecutive intercensal years routinely calculated in some countries. The researchers also eliminated tables covering years in which a major war occurred [1] .
Further analysis of the underlying relationships identified four typical age patterns of mortality, determined largely by the geographical location of the population, but also on the basis of their patterns of deviations from previously estimated regression equations. Those patterns were called: North, South, East, and West. Each had a characteristic pattern of child mortality. The East model comes mainly from the Eastern European countries, and is characterized by high child mortality in relation to infant mortality. The North model is based largely on the Nordic countries, and is characterized by comparatively low infant mortality, high child mortality and low old age mortality beyond age 50. The South model is based on life tables from the countries of Southern Europe (Spain, Portugal, and southern Italy), and has a mortality pattern characterized by (a) high child mortality in relation to infant mortality at high overall mortality, and (b) low child relative to infant mortality at low overall mortality. The West model is based on the residual tables not used in the other regional sets (i.e., countries of Western Europe and most of the non-European populations). It is characterized by a pattern intermediate between North and the East patterns. Because this model is derived from the largest number and broadest variety of cases, it is believed to represent the most general mortality pattern. In this system, any survivorship probability, whether from birth or conditional on having attained a certain age, uniquely determines a life table, once a family has been selected. Although technically a one parameter system, it could be argued that the choice of a family constitutes a separate dimension. The system was updated in 1989, primarily to include extensions of the model life tables to age 100+ [8] .
The Ledermann system of model life tables was first published in 1959 and was subsequently revised over the course of the following decade [6] . This system is based on a factor analysis of some 157 empirical tables. The method of selection was less rigid than that of the Coale-Demeny tables, but they represent more developing country experiences. Analysis of the tables disclosed five factors that apparently explained a large proportion of the variability in mortality among the life tables. The extracted factors were related to 1.) the general level of mortality, 2.) the relation between child and adult mortality, 3.) mortality at older ages, 4.) mortality under age five, and 5.) the sex difference in mortality between the ages of 5 and 70 years. Ledermann then developed a series of one-and two-parameter model life tables based on these results.
A different approach to constructing life table systems was first proposed by Brass in 1971 [2] . This relational system of life tables was built up from the observed structural relationship of survival curves among life tables. This system provides a greater degree of flexibility than the empirical models discussed above. It rests on the assumption that two distinct age-patterns of mortality can be related to each other by a linear relationship between the logit of their respective survivorship probabilities. Thus for any two observed series of survivorship values, lx and l s x, where the latter is the standard, it is possible to find constants a and b such that for all age x between 1 and w. If the above equation holds for every pair of life tables, then any life table can be generated from a single standard life table by changing the pairs of (a,b) values used. In reality, the assumption of linearity is only approximately satisfied by pairs of actual life tables. However, the approximation is close enough to warrant the use of the model to study and fit observed mortality schedules. The parameter a varies the mortality level of the standard, while b varies the slope of the standard, i.e., it governs the relationship between the mortality in children and adults. Figure 1 shows the result of varying a and b. As b decreases, there is higher survival in the older ages relative to the 
Shortcomings of the Empirical Model Life Table Systems
There are three major criticisms of the original one-parameter UN model life tables. First, the fact that they are one-parameter systems makes them relatively inflexible. Such a single parameter model cannot adequately describe the complex mortality patterns available. In some cases, they have failed to describe adequately life tables that were known to be accurate [9] . Second, because the estimate of mortality in each age group is ultimately linked to the infant mortality rate through the chaining process, measurement errors are easily accentuated. The third criticism concerns the poverty of developing country life tables in the original design of the model. Additionally, some of the empirical tables included were of dubious quality.
The two-parameter UN model life tables for developing countries, while clearly an improvement over the one-parameter system, also suffer from some of these limitations. Perhaps the main criticism of the two-parameter UN system is that the strict selection criteria reduced the underlying set of empirical life tables to 72 (out of 286 originally retained). This relatively small number limits the applicability of the models to other populations. Moreover, the life tables are now outdated.
The Coale-Demeny model life tables had much higher standards of accuracy for the empirical tables. This demand, however, limited the number of non-European countries represented. As such, the Coale-Demeny tables may not cover patterns of mortality existing in the contemporary developing world. In fact, there are examples of welldocumented mortality patterns that lie outside the range of the Coale-Demeny tables. In particular, Demeny and Shorter found no table within the family that adequately reflected the Turkish mortality experience [10] . The fact that one of the parameters of the Coale-Demeny system (the "family") is discrete restricts the flexibility of the system, certainly in comparison to other systems where both parameters are continuous.
The Ledermann system is criticized primarily for its relative complexity which essentially precludes its use in most developing countries. Even though it does provide some flexibility through a wider variety of entry values, in practice most of these values are not easily estimated for most developing countries. This drawback reduces its relative advantages over the UN and the Coale-Demeny models. A second major limitation is that the independent variables used in deriving the model refer, with only one exception, to parameters obtained from data on both sexes combined. The user is, therefore, forced to accept the relationships between male and female mortality embodied in the model even when there is evidence to the contrary. For instance, it is near impossible to estimate a Ledermann model life table in which the male expectation of life exceeds that of females.
Another shortcoming common to all three empirical models is their dependence on the type of data that generated them. The datasets upon which they were built exclude a significant proportion of possible mortality schedules. Although the UN set of model life tables attempted to address this issue, there were serious flaws in the selection of life tables as well as the criteria of acceptance.
It is clear, therefore, that there are serious technical issues that complicate the use of existing empirical models in describing mortality patterns in contemporary developing countries. We are proposing a new modified two-parameter system of model life tables anchored on the logit system. The choice of the logit system was based on a careful comparative evaluation of the logit and the Coale-Demeny systems. This evaluation process is presented in a subsequent section.
Principle of the Brass Logit Life Table System
The Brass Logit life table system [2] belongs to a category of mortality models called relational models. It features a standard life table and two parameters which, through a mathematical transformation, relate the standard life table to any life table. The general shape of the survivorship functions is captured through the mortality standard while the parameters help to capture deviations from the standard.
One problem with Brass' original relational model is that the relationship between two survivorship functions in logits is not always linear. Deviations from linearity appear to be particularly large when the observed mortality of a population is far from that of the standard. Thus the complexity of variations in levels and age patterns of mortality is not fully captured by the logit model. This observation led several authors to modify Brass' original model by including additional parameters that allow for bends in the survivorship function [11] [12] . This modification, however, is of little practical use, because the additional parameters are difficult to estimate empirically and complicate the applied use of the models.
Our modification of Brass' transformation is based upon some simple but powerful observations. The basic observation is that deviations from linearity follow some specific regularities which can be modelled in relation to the amount of mortality change between the standard and the observed life table.
These shifts in the structure of mortality can be illustrated by plotting a series of logit life table values against logit values taken from an earlier life table, and examining how the resulting curves depart from linearity. This is shown in Figure 2 , which presents data for US males. In this figure, annual logit life table values from 1990 to 1995 are plotted against logit values for 1900, taken as a standard. It is clear that mortality change over time leads to a change in the age pattern of mortality that is not fully captured by the logit relational model. Indeed, if the logit transformation were fully appropriate, the successive plots in the figure would remain linear over time. 
If the transformation G can be identified then all survivorship functions can be simply derived from the parameters a and b. Brass's original proposal is that this transformation is a variant of a logit transformation such that:
The problem is that the logit transformation does not make most survivorship functions completely linear. To develop the modified model life table system, we have sought to identify a transformation that will do a better job of linearizing survivorship functions. This search has been driven by empirical investigation of the differences between observed and predicted survivorship at each age. In this section, we provide the mathematical form of the transformation that we have found to give the best predictive power. The empirical fitting of the model is described below.
Modifying the Logit Transformation
Comparison of observed and predicted age-specific mortality rates using the Brass logit transformation with a global standard reveals that as a population's mortality moves farther away from the standard systematic errors appear. Exploratory analysis revealed that this systematic error at each age was related to both the level of child mortality relative to the standard and the level of middle-age adult mortality relative to the standard. Based on this finding, a variety of alternative transformations have been investigated. Ultimately, based on multiple tests, the transformation that we have selected is:
The parameter γ x is a constant across populations with a different value for each age group as is the parameter qx . The transformation is defined with respect to a single global standard. This standard is defined as the lx values from the simple, unweighted average of all age-specific death rates from the 1802 populations retained in the final dataset. The set of γx and qx are, accordingly, defined with reference to this global standard and are presented along with the parameter values in Table 3 .
The effect of this transformation on a set of survivorship functions is shown in Figure 3 . In the top panel, the deviations (residuals) by age between the logits of the observed lx and those predicted from the original Brass system are plotted for four populations covering a range of mortality experiences. Substantial deviations are evident in all four populations, particularly at ages 0-4 and among older adults. In the bottom panel, the deviations based on this new transformation are shown for the same four populations. Clearly the fit is much better. Because this transformation makes the relationship between survivorship functions more linear with respect to age, a two parameter fit on the transformed standard will perform much better than the original simple logit transformation.
It is important to note that γx and qx do not vary across countries or years. Because of this, each life table can still be uniquely defined with this transformation as a linear function of a standard using only two parameters. It is more advantageous to use the parameters of l5 and l60 to define a unique life table rather than a and b since values of these are more readily interpretable than values of a and b. It remains an empirical task to estimate the set of γx and qx which is developed below. 
Dataset of Life Tables
The transformation selected to modify the original Brass Logit system includes three standard functions, lx, qx and γx which are age-and sex-specific, but invariant across populations. These functions need to be estimated from a dataset of life tables which are considered to adequately reflect the age-sex patterns of mortality in as many countries as possible. Beginning in the 1960's, WHO began to systematically collect vital registration data on causes of death in countries, making every effort to complete the series back to 1950. For most countries, the most recent data refer to the period 1998-2000 [4] . The data for most countries contain the number of deaths by age, sex and cause, classified according to the Revision of the International Classification of Diseases in use. Data are collected by the conventional 5 -year age groups (0,1-4, 5-9, …, 85+), although in recent years the terminal age group has been extended to 100+. For each year, mid-year population estimates by age and sex are also provided by reporting countries. These data have been screened for completeness using standard demographic tests, and only those country-years for which mortality was considered complete have been retained for this analysis.
This dataset was supplemented by life tables from two other sources. The historical compilation of life tables by Preston, Keyfitz and Schoen [13] were added to the data set for years not covered by the WHO mortality dataset. The mortality data underlying these life tables had been adjusted, where necessary, for under-reporting. To improve the coverage of developing countries in the dataset, the adjusted national life tables used by the United Nations [3] to produce their model life tables were also added.
Apart from the criteria of completeness and age-and sex-specific detail, we also applied criteria to exclude life tables of populations during periods of war or those affected by the Spanish influenza pandemic of 1918-19. Data for years prior to 1900 were excluded since the age patterns of mortality tended to be atypical. Small populations with a total size of less than one million people (both sexes combined) were also excluded to minimize the effects of random fluctuations in death rates.
The resulting set of 1,802 life tables used to develop the model are shown in Table 1 . There is, of course, a preponderance of countries from Europe, North America and Australasia, but among the 63 countries represented, about one-third belong to developing regions. For several developed countries, historical datasets back to the beginning of the century have been included. Table 2 summarises the characteristics of the life tables included in the dataset. The mean life expectancies are relatively high (67.5 years for males, 73.4 for females), reflecting the developed country bias, although the range of life expectancies (27 to 77 years for males, 29 to 84 years for females) certainly encompass the experience of all countries [4] . Average levels of child and adult mortality are not too dissimilar to what is observed in many developing countries today and again the range of values more than encompasses estimated levels across all developing countries, with the exception of a few countries in Africa (Namibia, Botswana, Zambia) where female mortality from HIV is extreme. 
Empirical Fitting of the Modified Logit Life Table System
A. Estimating qx and γx By rewriting equations 3 and 1, we can express the age-specific qx and γx and a and b for each country (i)-year(j) in a way that we can estimate the parameter values using OLS regression: The last two terms of Equation 4 are designed to control for the mortality differential between the standard life table and the actual life table. The first one captures differences in child mortality while the second captures differences in adult mortality up to age 60. We have estimated aij and bij for each country-year life table and the set of qx and γx, separately by sex, using OLS regression. The standard life table used is a sex-specific global standard calculated by taking the average of all sex-specific life tables included in the dataset. Due to computational limitations which prevented estimation of these parameters in one single regression using the entire dataset, we took 1000 random samples each of 100 life tables from the dataset and estimated qx and γx in each case. As the typical deviation from the standard neither in the same direction nor of the same magnitude across age groups, qx and γx are constants with different values for each age group. The estimates of qx and γx were significant at the 95% confidence level for each age group except one, which was significant at the 90% level. The distributions of the resulting qx and γx are summarised in Table 3 and Figure 4 . Table 3 provides a summary of the estimated values at different percentiles of the distribution. These results are illustrated more fully in Figure 4 which presents standard box-whisker plots of the distribution of the estimates at each age. As the Figure shows, the age pattern for both parameters in males and females follows a consistent pattern. In all cases, we used the 50 th percentile value of the distribution for qx and γx, except for males at ages 65 and over for whom the 25 th percentile values were used in order to improve the fit of the model at older ages.
B. Estimating the models
Having estimated qx and γx, we can proceed to developing model life tables using the modified transformation. Firstly, we have constructed the global standard set of lx values for males and females by simply amalgamating all countries in the dataset using the unweighted average. Because the Modified Logit transformation includes two indices, one based on l5 and the other on l60, which change as a survivorship function moves away from the global standard, it is more convenient to use l5 and l60 as the two parameters for the life table system. Any pair of l5 and l60 uniquely defines a life table because aij and bij are a function of l5 and l60. It can be shown that:
Eq.5
Eq.6
We proceed to use the transformation and these equations to generate model life tables for a wide range of combinations of l5 and l60. We create the set of model life tables by sampling systematically from l5 and l60 and discarding combinations that are logically impossible (e.g., l5 < l60) . Through this procedure, we generated approximately 50,000 life tables, each defined by a unique combination of l5 and l60. The corresponding set of l5 and l60 values from these 50,000 life tables are shown in Figure 5 . Since similar values of l5 and l60 imply implausibly low levels of 45q15, there are no sample points close to the 45°a xis. 
Figure 4a: Box-Whisker Plots of Estimated γx by Age

Figure 4b: Box-Whisker Plots of Estimated θx by Age
Using this collection of 50,000 life tables, we can visualize various life table parameters such as nqx and ex in the two dimensional space defined by l5 and l60. Figure 6a shows life expectancy at birth isoclines corresponding to given values of l5 and l60. Each point on the isocline corresponds to a constant level of life expectancy generated by different agepatterns of mortality. The same life expectancy is possible with low child mortality and high adult mortality or higher child and lower adult mortality. The isoclines demonstrate that the same life expectancy can occur with widely varying age-patterns. This is illustrated more clearly in Figure 7 for an isocline with male life expectancy of 65 years. The figure shows the logarithm of death rates for four points on that isocline. The very substantial variation among the four sets of death rates illustrates the heterogeneity of age-patterns of mortality that we are trying to better capture with the Modified Logit life table system. 
l5
One can similarly visualize variation in other derivative life table measures based on the collection of 50,000 life tables according to levels of l5 and l60. Figures 6b and 6c show, respectively, how adult mortality (45q15) and mortality among the elderly (20q60) vary according to the two index life table parameters, l5 and l60. Consider Figure 6b . Each isocline corresponds to a fixed level of 45q15 which can be obtained from specified values of l5 and l60. At a given level of child mortality, the gap between successive isoclines remains relatively constant, since mortality at ages 5-14 is low in all populations and relatively invariant. Figure 6c , on the other hand, indicates that the impact on older age mortality of declining levels of child and adult mortality is much less apparent, with only a modest overall level effect between child mortality and 20q60. Rather, levels of 20q60 are much more strongly determined by levels of adult mortality, as one would expect.
A key advantage of the Modified Logit system is that any two life 
Comparing the Coale-Demeny and Modified Logit Systems
How well do these model life table systems capture the observed range of mortality experience? As noted above, one important criterion for a model life table system is that it adequately represents the known range of mortality experience across countries. predicted and observed mortality rates has been summarized using the root mean square error in the log of the death rates, since the logarithm of the death rates allows a more meaningful comparison of death rates across age-groups. The second test that we have used to assess the predictive power of these systems is to select model life tables on the basis of 5q0 and 45q15, a situation that is likely to be more commonly encountered. This is a more difficult test as the selection of the model life table is based on indices of mortality that cover a smaller age-range than life expectancy at birth. For each observed life table in the random sample of 200 life tables from the life  table dataset, the Coale-Demeny model life table has been selected by matching on 45q15 and then choosing among the families on the basis of the 5q0. The life table from the Modified Logit system has been selected by matching on the 5q0 and 45q15. The predicted age-specific death rates have again been assessed using the root mean square error for the log death rates. Again, the Modified Logit system clearly outperforms the Coale-Demeny system, with average root mean square errors being about 50% of those from the CoaleDemeny system for males, and about one-third lower for females. This sex differential in relative performance of the two approaches may relate to the fact that the variance in adult male mortality is greater than for females. Hence, methods which reduce deviations in death rates at older ages will be of greater relevance to males where variability is greatest. Figures 11 and 12 show the relative performance of the two model life table systems in predicting the actual observed probability of adult death (45q15) ( Figure 11 ) and life expectancy at birth (Figure 12 ) based on a random sample of 200 life tables from the empirical data set. These are two life Figure 11 illustrates, the Modified Logit system more successfully predicts the true probability of adult death (for males) than the closest match from the Coale-Demeny system, selected on the basis of 5q0 and e0, as described earlier. In particular, the Coale-Demeny system performs relatively poorly for true levels of 45q15 in excess of about 150 per 1000, which would include much of the contemporary developing world. A similar pattern is apparent from Figure 12 which clearly shows the much closer fit between observed and predicted male e0 for this sample of countries compared with the Coale-Demeny system, selected on the basis of 5q0 and 45q15, irrespective of the level of true life expectancy. 15 In addition to assessing the overall fit between predicted age-specific death rates and those actually observed, we have tested for any systematic bias in the death rates at different ages. Table 5b summarizes the regression results where the predicted death rates have been estimated from this age-mix of qx and γx for males. The value of the coefficient is closer to unity at ages 60 to 80 and the error in the constant has also been reduced. The reduction in the bias of the predicted values of probability of death at higher ages had little or no effect on the overall R 2 for e0 which was very close to 1. 
Discussion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the Modified Logit life table system using a single global standard can represent the full range of mortality patterns seen across the high quality life tables available internationally. This two-parameter model life table system also generates better predictions of age-specific mortality rates than the CoaleDemeny system. Parameterizing this system using l5 and l60 also makes the parameters easier to understand. Another advantage of this system is that it requires a limited number of calculations, and it is thus easy to implement. Along with the three sets of parameters estimated here (lx, γx and θx), the only required data are two empirical life table values, l5 and l60. The full life table can then be easily estimated.
The main limitation of this model life table system and the tests of its predictive power is that the sample of high quality life tables is heavily weighted towards populations with life expectancies between 60 and 73 (for males) and 66 and 80 (for females). The addition of more high quality and recent life tables for high mortality populations might require further modifications to the life table system. While these would be highly desirable, it is unlikely that they would alter the predictive ability of the system.
It is also uncertain how the model system would perform in countries with high levels of HIV. It is quite possible that in high HIV settings the age pattern of mortality projected out of sample by the model may not be accurate, although this cannot be tested due to the lack of high quality life tables for these countries. For the present, the model can and has been used to estimate life tables in the absence of HIV, with HIV death rates then added on a posteriori [4] . A comparison of the life tables for three high-HIV mortality countries (Zimbabwe, South Africa, and Tanzania) with the predictions from the model, using the l5 and l60 values from these life tables, suggests that the model can reliably reproduce life tables estimated in this fashion. In most cases, predicted life expectancy at birth was within 0.5 years of the value estimated from this two-stage procedure, with an even closer agreement for levels of adult mortality.
From our empirical fitting of the model to observed data, it is clear that there remains a slight bias in old age mortality where the modified system has not succeeded in fully compensating for the lack of linearity mentioned earlier. Further work is required to attempt to improve the model to reduce these deviations at older ages.
The use of the Coale-Demeny and UN systems is so widespread in demographic estimation that there are often circular arguments about levels and patterns of adult mortality. One set of analysts often use the results of other demographic analyses founded on these model life table systems without realizing that they substantially underestimate the variation in age-specific mortality patterns seen in the real world. The use of models is so deeply embedded in available international datasets that it can be difficult to formulate real empirical tests of these models. We have tried to ensure that the observed life tables used in this analysis have not been modified using model life table systems, and hence that the modified system is based exclusively on observed data.
One implication of this analysis is that for Sub-Saharan Africa in particular there is much more uncertainty about levels of adult mortality than implied in currently available demographic estimates such as the UN Population Division life tables [14] . Often, levels of adult mortality have been estimated by selecting a life table on the basis of estimated child mortality and an arbitrary choice of a model life table family (often West by default). This has tended towards a one to one mapping of child mortality to adult mortality prior to the HIV epidemic. In reality, even the empirical record of countries outside Africa suggests that there can be much greater variation in levels of adult mortality as compared to child mortality than captured in the Coale-Demeny and UN model life tables.
The Modified Logit life table system which we have proposed appears to provide the best possible estimates for countries without good vital registration. Yet the model depends on the availability of reliable estimates of child and adult mortality. While these generally exist for child deaths [15] , there are more than 60 countries, mostly in Sub-Saharan Africa, where levels of adult mortality are unknown or known poorly from indirect methods [4] . There is an urgent need to better measure levels of adult mortality directly in these countries in order to better guide public policy for health improvement.
